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ABSTRACT

The membership of the Southeast IndustriallArts
Conference-Was commissioned at its annual meeting in Atlanta in 1970'
to develop position statements on a variety of questions and issues
facing industrial: arts in the Southeast. PreparecLby a task force
having SO groups of members, this report Contains the position'
statements developed at this conference, including educational
objectives and educational needs relating to 10 aspects of industrial
arts education and program development in the Southeast. Topics
discussed include: (1) the role of industrial arts in assisting youth
to cope with a changing society,.A2rits contribution to general
education, (3) federal support for industrial, arts, (4) programs for

4 the gifted, g4 industrial arts as special education, (6) %industrial
arts. as compensatory'education, A7) the role of industrial. arts in
vocational: education, 8) industrial arts educatiOn as recreation,
(9) industrial arts in consumdiz,edubation, and (10) industrial arts
for self-realization: (AG) .
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The membership of the Southeast Industrial

' Arts Conference at its annual meeting in Atlanta

in 1970 was commissioned to develop position state-

ments'on a variety of questions and issues facing

industrial arts'in the southeast. With some prep-

aration in advance, ten groups of members, each

task force spent the conference period in prepara-

tion of its position. These constitute the Task
.

Force 'Report "Industrial Arts in the Southeast".

Delmar W. Olsor.t,
(

The Taskmftster .

Raleigh, N. C., March 15, 1972
1
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(published at North .Carolina .State University und4r
the suliervisiot of 'Mr. E. Allen Bami)
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'INDUSTRIAL ARTS: ITS ROLE IN ASSISTING YOUTH TO COPE
WITH ACHANGING TECHNOLOGICAL CULTURE

Ta discuss this topic, some agreement on definition of terms is necessary
Authorities have defined culture, technology, and industrial arts as follows: ,

Culture is "that 'complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law,
custom, and any other capabilities and' habits acquired by man as.a member:of sdciety "
(E. B. Taylor, Primitive Culture', Vol.. 1, John Murray, London, 1871).
Technology, in its basic cultuhl meaning, refers to all of the social customs by
which people manipulate mqteriarentities'and.substances of all kinds' It includes
the techniques, of manipulating raw materials to produce artifacts, ways of handling.
or modifying artifacts, and.means of manipulating animal and human bodies, including
one's own body. (John J. Honigmann, The World of Man, Harper and Row, New York;.1963)
Industrial Arts has been defined as "a discipline in general education.
It is the study. Of the technology: its origin, development; advance, and impact;;
its technital, social, economid, occupational, cultural, .and recreational nature
and influences, throughstudy, research, experiment, design, invention, construction,
and operation with ideas, materials, tools, processes, products, and energies; for
purposes of acquainting the student with the technologidal dulture, aiding.him in
the discovery and development, release and realization of his potential therein, and
enabling htM to better cope with cultUral change caused by technological.advance."
(Delmar W. Olson,."Industrial Arts: Interpreter of Technology for the American School,"
3rd edition, North.Caroltria State University, 1970) ip

.

It is generally,Agreed that a primary function of the societal institution
wecall the school is to acquaint the young with the nature of their culture. Advanced
societies are disttnguished iby their intensely technological cultures. It follows
that schools must, then, provide youth with 14rningLopportunities related .0 the
technological aspects Of the culture, not only to assist students to understanding
their culture, bu.t also to aid them in fihding their own place and potential

...../
.

. e

.Technology is seen as.a manifestation of man'screative nature in his material .

world, as being. the total of. what man knows .about and does with materials -- and more.: ...
-1

. .:1It is Teen as man's gaining advantage over nature, of'creatinga new environment and
a'new cuature,-Of remaking himself through. the influendes Of_his creations. It is

;i

also man at work in productive Occupations and skillS and enjoying the leisure time ..
..

and opportunities' available As products-and outcomes of technological adVance. It is. .4

also the problems aSsopiated
31

/with4obsolescence, congestion, gollution, and contamination
due to teqhnology (ard its operational form; ihduitry) aavancing.more rapidly than

. ! A .

man's dope ith chadge and to foretell the consequendes of industrial-, .
',).,

. . .. , .
technological development, -,

.

.
,.. .:,

v THE'ROLE QF INDUSTRIAL. A S.- .INTEORETER OF TECHNOLOGY
Nt.t,;

- .4

indUstriaLarts ed dation draws its content from technology, And its Main objective j
is to aid all students-ih,developing the technological literacy necessary to understand
their culture.. This is accomplished through real and.simulated experiences in active 4
laboratory sitilations, and by conventional pedagogical methods. Technological literacy,

.
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more than merely a verbal familiarity, is taken to mean knowledge, understandings,
appreciations,'expressions, skills, and achievement with'materials, tools, machines
ideas., and energies- (Olson, opy cit.-) and, in addition, the organizational techniques
employed by business .and indatriTO.accomplish their Oats,.

IMPACTOF 1NDUSTRIAL'ARTS EDUCATION ON INDIVIDUALS AND ON SOCIETY

The study of the changing technology, as undertaken in modern industrial arts
curricula,(equips the student to:
(l)' Recognize the'dimensions and 'consequences of technological development and change.
(2) Tairstand the technological and industrial aspects of society, and the inter-

Tel-ATOTOips,of society and.technology.'
(3) Interpret the effects of changing technology on the culture's evolving value. systems
(4) Act as a rational being, capable of intelligent, effectiVe4 productive living in

TETspciotultural environment, f

CONCLUSIONS

Since technology and rapid technological change are'pervasive aspects of o r, t,

culture, and since youth must becothe acquainted with the nature of the culture 1 which
they live, it follows that education must provide for the.development of technol gical
literaty by al:students. And, since technology is an active, material manifestation
of man's creative natures studies of the technOlogy must take place in an active setting
and deal with the objects of man's. ideation and creation --,tools, machines, materials,
and energies. Increasingly, skill must be defined as .a "capacity to learn', rather
than merely'an abilitybto perform.certain tasks. (Drucker)

In order to assist youth%in learning to cope with iechnological change, industrial
arts education. must be both' historically and futuristically. 6sed. Historical
.perspective is necessary in order that youth come to realize, early in life; that
things were not always as thoo,are now -- that most of the technological change man. .
hasywitnessed has occurred only ..in the past 150 years or so. Students must be familiar
with history of.technology in order todfnern the effects technological change, has
had upon man's,culture and institutions and upon the%quality of his life. 'Similarly,
the itudent'standS At a pin pOintin time and we cannot dwell with undue...concentration
upon the present state. We must, with iout ttudents,.peernto the future apd be ---

predictive of it, in order that ther'may.learn to participate iri'making pcit.itiVe change,
for the improvement of the viality of life.

.

_.... ...

John'J. Geil, Chairman
A

Frank Steckel
Hugh Darley
Robert Banzhaf
John Ephraim

1'

The. Task Force
,

Departft nt of Education, Tallahassee,
Florida

7 , /Walachian State-University
Georgia Southern1College
Appalachian State. University
EastTennessee State University
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS TO THE GENERAL EDUGATION OF YOUTH

,

In any discussiOn of general education the first task is to ttrip away the
semantic confusion whiCh inhibits ffective communication The most troublesome
aspect is the tendency to ecilAte general education. as that which is not vocational
or as "not elsewhere classified" Both are negative while the intent of general
education-is described 111 positive outcomes' which necessitates a positive approach

.

to the teaching-learning process. - -

The literature contains the following objectives: -to .develop a personal ethical'
code which is consistent with the ideals of democracy; to participate actively
in the affairs of society. at all levels; .to understarliother cultures and try to fosterinterantional peace; to understand common phenomena in the physical environment
and'especiallythe methods ofthe scientist; to be able to communicate effectively;

attain satisfactory emotional adjustments; lo.maintain one's own health; to
understand and enjoy aesthetic experiences and to shore in some creative activity;
to have a satisfying family life; to select an occupation realistically; and to
think critically. In other sources one may find these-and additional objectives:
to. achieve synthesis; to learn broad concepts, basic terminology, and methods of
thought in various disciplines; to achieve integration of knowledge.; to explore
different areas' of.tearniqg; and to nurture intellectual ,curiosity

L. OBJECTIVES

(1) Develop a personal.ethical code
. consistent with the idealS of

democracy.

.(2)To participate actively in the
affairs of society at all levels.

S

(3)' To understand: oth r cul tures (

(4) To understand common phenomena In
thd physical enviro merit.

,

ACTIVITIES

The personnel system, approval and disapprovM
of non-democratic acts, practice in democracy
in decision making.

4

See #1.

Comparative crafts, history of national
. technological development.

. Explanations of machining, work, safety,
' . Cleanliness, etc,, in terms of pflysital and

- . biological principles.
. .

.(5) To understapdthe me hod of. the. ' . Emphasis oh: the 'open ended" or inductive
'. scientist. .,

.method of reasoning.: The 'accumulation and
. i. treatment of dataln Opblem solving. The ;

terminology used by the scientist which is also
common to those in the various tethnologiesi

ti
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OBJECTIVES:(cont.) ApTIVLTIES (cont.)
.

4

(6) To be able to communitate effectively. Stress on vocabulary development - including
technical and scientific terminology uses in
the technological fields. Stress on language
skills

Emphasis on the discovery of talents and
the development of skills. Emphasis on wise
occupational choice.

Stress on safety, laboratory cleanliness,
personal sanitation, proper lifting and
carrying procedures. First aid, eV.

(7) To attain satisfactory emotional.
adjustment. N

*(8) To maintain one's own health.

(9) To understand andenjoy esth
experiences.

tic Develop sensi.tiyity to design in products..
Develop ability.to'add the "esthetic touch"
in designing.

(10) Share in some.creative activity. Encourage the creative act - problem solving
in materials and processes. Arts and crafts
and ceramics. Encoura.gement to develop. recre-
ational interests and skills.

(11) To have a satisfactory family life. Development of home mechanic skills, consumer
skills, product evaluation' skills.

(12) To select an occupation realistically. Provision for evaluation of talents and interest
in tryout situations. Development of pre-
entry skills at advanced levels. Provision
for occupational information in the areas of
technological,employment.

. .

(13) To think critically.

7 .

(14) To achieve synthesis.

(15) To nurture intellectual

See #4, #5;,,,#6, and #9. .

Concept devel4ment, integration of language;
science,, construction, etc. Develop .

generalized procedures in problem solving.

curiosity; EMphasei upon cause and effect, basicoconcepts
bases for research and development, etc.-

,

.

The actiyitWs which are given as examples are not intended to be complete but
as a typical' approach to General Education.- Industrial Arts.- .

O
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Perhaps it .is 126 be noted thatthe realization of these objectives _depends upon
teacher's attitudes and attention to details. They do not occur incidentally to
technically oriented teaching.

Talmage B. Young
Charles Kneece

4

Delbert Kennedy

Wiley Hartzog
Elmer Erber
George Lilly

The Task Force ,

*,%, North Carolina State University
State Department of 'EducatiOn
Columbia, South Carolina
State Consultant for Industrial.Arts
Montgomery, Alabama
Auburn .University
East Carolina State University
Murray State University

OBI
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FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS -.

Many views.reptesent the profession on the subject of federal support for
Industrial Arts. They may,,however, be summarized as follows:
(1) funding from any source should be sought;
(2) additional funding is not needed;
(3) help from somewhere is needed

In general, industrial arts needs an expanded network of supervisors and
administrators. to proviiie.commun'ications Specifically, there is need for in-service
programs to LiftgrAge and-maintain teacher competency; to assist local schools in
providing he neOlsary hardware, software and facilities; and to proilide salary
supplement to teachee.to make it financially possible for theM to earn as much\
telichihj imdustital. arts as any other subject.

4.

A major problem arises when we speculate on.ways in.which additional funds
may' be obtainedifor industrial arts To date, the profession has refused to identify
a philg6Ohyi definition, and set of objegtivet. Without thesi basic essentials, we
are unabletto communicate a logical reason even for our existance,Iet alone our

.6need for Federal funds. Until this task gan be accomplished further consideration
of the topicis:putely academic,

.*-- Assuming that the profesion does indeed adopt a.guiding philosophy, definition,
,and set of general objectives reflecting the image of Man, Society, and Technology,.-,

certain conditions and courses ofaction might then be considered. Some of these
may be identified as follows: /
"(1) Industrial arts should be offered in every school including grades 7-12 No
. school should be.recognized as an accredited (standard) school if it does not

provide at least one unit of industrial arts. 0

(2) The profession should develop an introductory indpste4tal arts course.
(3) Funding of schools should be orLateacher2Oupil basis only. It is unrealistic

: for one area of the sthoo.r.program to be capabl.e of outbidding others' fot
personnel and position in the school curriculum solely on the basis of its
superior financial status.

-- (4) An occupational or career,elementshouid be a part of every - subject area. Provision
of this kind of instru tion is not the sole peerogative of any one. school subject.

. Statements of -educati nal objeitivet have -traditionally reflected a concerh for."
this matter. Contequ ntly, funding for this purpose should' be across-the-board
rather than to one s ject area

'(5) Practices of fUncrinvOCational eduCation to enable it to dupliCate the /
functions of inddstrial arts (one of the "services" of vocational education

-divisions.in.state departments Of'eduCation).is irresponsible and should be halted.
.

*Furthermore, such practice is rapidly prodUcing a dual school. system and is
Ineither econo fcally or. edUcatiOsaly sound.

".(6) Cognisance s oUld be taken .° t NOppOrtunities for funding in the vironmental
Cation A t (in proce4 society, Technology and Environment ovide
eresting challenges,an unities. , .

.

*
(
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(7) Serious attention should be. given to the matter of modifying industrial arts
to meet the requireTenis of Vocational Education funding By so doing, Industrial
Arts runs the risk of being assimilated by the donor.' However,' it should be
recognized that it is -necessary to first infiltrate the oppositions camp before
assuming a leadership role. The better approach is most likely through the acts
such as ESEA and NDEA.

(

73.1
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James .Bignel
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Stanley E. Swgtt
.

T.-:A..Hughes
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Edward Kabakj i a 11"..

The Task Force
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Clearwater, Florida
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Education
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS FOR :THE GIFTED

. ,

Most industrial arts educators will agree that the scientific 'achievements
and technological ad4ancements of our time have increased man's ability to cempletely
transforM hiS total environment, and by doing so, transform himself, his institutionsand his lifestyles in the process Survival in our technically oriented civilization
depends upon, our abi 1 i ty to adapt to these new 'technological advancements and to'
control these changes so that they remain in the realm within whic.soc-iety canadjust

In 'our democratio society, control of technology can be. realized only with
public undei-standing of the nature, the capabilities, the limitations and the trends
of our technology.. Furthermore, it needs to interplay with social, economic, political,
and psychological force's in order to be completely understood and effectively
controlled by the culture it ,is supposed to serve

It isthe view of ask Force that Industri al Arts. has, a, special responsibilitythe public'to develo icalliliterate tizens who are capable of making
'intelligent decisions is ears ahead Furth r, society's need for the lifted
portion of.the tech'nically literate is overwhelm ng.. The problem is,. how do wein industrial arts develop programs to offer the gifted the challenges they need?
Are we doing allw can to develop such prograins .for them?

Task Force Goals
.

This task force .group Was- changed with the .responsibility of identifying the
characteristics and needs of the gifted. learner (the target group) as well as
defining characteristics within industritl arts prograitis,.tliat are specifically
des4gned to challenge, these gifted learners (Characteristics of programs for thegifted.)

8-
The Target Group

..
ez.a.According.to. Good's Dictionary. of Education, the gifted child is defined as

(1).a child whose mintal age is 'considerably higher than his actual age compared with
%children' in the general 'population; (:2) a child who. is fall educable _than the
generality. of children.; (3) a child whose performance.ls "Ccinsistently remarkable in
a worthwhile type*of human endeavor;

( - 1

. .

. It.appears rather ironical that educatton,.claims.the objectiveof assisting the
- .. -individual in achieving" his greatest potential" and.then often measures giftedness

in terms of leneral comparisons, This. technique eliminates the .individual with an
intense desire-and maximum abilitysin an area of his choice from being acclaimed
aS ftgifted".;\:

.. ..,
%

.:. 4
r.:
v:

. 1 .
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The .task force position is that while recognizing the existence of the "only
- gifted" (talented in one area only), society tends to recognize only those who are
"generally gifted" Therefore, the task force directs its study toward the "generally .

gifted" and in the more realistic terms of their "functional characteristics"

.

Functional Characteristics of the Gi-fted

Educational psychologists tell us. that thb gifted. learner differs. from the
others 'in that he possesses the ability to deal with abstraction as well as general i2ation:'.He has accumulated a greater abundance of background knowledge upon which to generalize
and to particularize from his generalizations He seems to be able to apply his
background knowledge to new things very effectively He has a wider variety of
interests and he tends to emerge as the leader or the mainspring of any.group.: He
is very creative and wants to be challenged He has a maPked ability to solve problems,.
develop theoretical models, fabricateAechnical devices and to invent new thAngs. He
has high ideals and a worthy set of values ..His expectations are high a's well. as his
learner often concears.himself within his per group and many times he is difficult
to detect

Technically related. cti vi ties .toward,whtch the "gifted" tend to gravitate are
generally scientific in rta ure such as research and development and product and
production engineering, Other areas are market research, finarice, management,'
personnel administration, and legal and external relatiOns

Characteristics of Programs for ,theGiftel
.

'Y''The gifted boy or girl needs to function.in an' interdisciplinary environment
which proVides. nurture for his abilities and diverse interests In $uch.an .

environment he is able. to use 'his mind and express his ideas, and develop his
communication skillS., and other talents, to a high degree

. ..
_Providing programs 'for the gifted requires a very 'different set of parameters

than for the average student. CharacteristiCs.of such a program would embrace all of i°
the following - elements:

.:4;

- An inquiry-ciriented "laboratory for.qearning"
....

- A .completely oPen-ended (not subject centered) learning-activity
- 'A.-Stressing of indiyidual investigation

,..
.-,Learner-directed research and development and attivities

,',. - Creative and cOntemporary'probleti-orientecractual experiences
indecision making

,(:. -. and motivating.

.,. ...

s

Uti VI zes "beyond the el iss rook! iesoueces.i,
- Inter and. intr. iscipl i n4 ry

. -
in nature .

'.

-.' A different "mode of thought'''. -- :(there is no failure An. researCh.orkly delayed. success

9

.

': - DevelopmentoT theoretical "models" and "prototypes"
pc, - Cognizance of the \atest in technological and. research development. across the .

t-,

fields .. .

.

.

Iv - Imagineerinb and interdisciplinary .environment .

- Role of the teacher as d stimulator and /resource :'person. (a director of learning)

n
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- low teachet.-learner ratios.
-! Use' of the languageLequipment and tools of the researcher
- Seminar techniques versa dogmatic leclures

An accelerated program for K-12 with appropriate variation in depth for each grade
levEl

.1

, Unless cognitive opportunities, as outlines above, are designed into

industrial arts curriculumit is questionable whether or net industrial a
ever have much to. challenge the gifted ,

Industrial kris rargRtoChalleriaetheEflesr
.

Unfortunately, there are very few ongoing programs that actually meet the needs
of the gifted within our industrial arts programs,

. .

Allowing students a free lab period to explore their special areas of interest
or placing them in "honor groups" represents the'typical approach.:(However, this
structured program is superficial at best,r-

The space ,program has suggested: some exciting new learning concepts in the form
of (1) research and development, -(2) junior engineering' an technologY, (3) space
technology, (4) in-depth studies of industries, (5) compar tive technology,. and (6)
individual or team investigative and problem solving acti ities with industry.. -Sbme
pioneering work has . been 'accomplished in these areas,

The research and development approach represents a major departure froM the
traditional arts program to one which involves the student with complex problems, .

concepts, theories and interdisciplinary -relationships which 'are directly associated
with contemporary methods and techniques of modern day industry.

A pre-technical program of "Junior Engineering andTechnol.ogy" at the high
school!' level could also help to satisfy the speclal needs of the gifted. This
approach permits the student to. "game" and simulate real life, situations just as
the 'engineer simulates real situations with models. It involves learners in
concepts, theories, and techniques that have contributed. to the deVeloirtment of our
technological society. He studies engineering concepts and explores the physical
principles behind the concepts. In this approach the technical problem-solving method
is introduced and expanded to include the more creative phases of engineering (i.e.,
design, modeling, and prototype development).. It is not enough to manipulate

,numbers and materials in junior engineering; he'must be able to see new- applications
for old scientific principles and to assume the leadership in formulating imaginative
solutiong to unfamiliar problems, Appropriate engineering speCifications are
developed and prototypes fabricated and tested., The results are then presented in
the form of technical papers to th&public. By such activities (the.gifted learner
gains a first hand knowledge and. uffaerstanding of the types of problems likely to
be.encountered in the phctice of engineering Science

12
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-A .third possibility involves the study of space technology with all of its
implications for indbstrial.arts education.

'Space technology suggests completely new directions, concepts, instructional
methodologies, techniques, technical,processes, materials and add'sthe interdisciplinary
dimension"to the teachlingof.industrial.arts as well. No other area represents d
and reflects the advancing technologies (i.e., comPuters, outer space, inner space,
power, matertals, communications, management, extractive processes, systems, bio-
engineering, bionics, .cryogenics, cyberneticS, fabrication, food; nuclearonics, ecology.,
and instrumentation) as well as space technologyfi. This direction also provides a
comprehensive appivach to the kind of educational experience that is really geared
for the gifted who must function in the world of tomorrow,

4 All of these pioneering programs .are centered and provide en interdisciplinary
") overview of our technblogical.world, Each student Selects his own individual problem,

most of wnich require original thought for their solution.- Many require extensive
's . research and the use of soohisticatedvquipment of the type normally found in industry.'

They all deal with updated materials and techniques in the solution of technical.
1. problems.

.-.

. Committment for Action .

. .

AlOn the basis of its:deliberations and other 'sd0Porting evidenCe the task force
strongly recommends the .following actionby the SEJAC:,, f' .

I. PetitiOn to the Resolution Committee of the AIAA as follows:

A. Whereas: our present industrial arts programs appear to be unable to
effectively cope or keep up with the dynamic technical Changes that are`
taking place in our technological society and
Whereas:. there are so very few programs in industrial arts that. would
.really challenge the "gifted"

C. Be it resolved that the SEIAC petition the Resolutions.Committee of the
AIAA to take'positive action and assume national leadership on the following
recommended items:

1. Ideritifyi encourage and Oublicizethe development of existing or
pioneering programs that really challenge.the4ifted,

2. Encourage the. design and development of new programs that would attract
and challenge the gifted teacher at industrial arts teacher - training .

'institutions. Solicit necessary funds for support of programs holding
. the most promise.
3. Organize, staff and financially support a national "Awards PAgram"

to recognize outstanding; technical achievement by industrial arts
leartiert.

4. Develop art the national level a "Center for Gifted Studies in Industrial
Arts",.to identify, develop and distribute to the profession:new
resources and materials astociated with the newer approaches that would
attract and challengethe gifted. Adequate funding by AIAA shpuld
support this operation.

13
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INDUSTRIA ARTS AS SPECIAL. EDUCATION
.

The group.has agreed that the person who is cliissified as slow, handicapped,
of underaChiever is really mentally handicapped. Being mentally handicapped.
rbfers to a mental-disability which restricts a person in his mental maturation
rocesses in learning, performance, social growth,.and behamior. rt restricts his
ntellectual growth to such a degree that he f% limited throughout his life in

/ his ability to function An the "normal" manner. The group' further agrees that

/

, industrial arts has a responsibility in the educational program for the mentallY.

/
'handicap ed..-industrial arts in this context needs to be clarified. It is-the

1.,.1 conclusi n-of thefgroup .that industrial ;arts asSumes a different connotation'4'..- . .
,.. ,,

various ducational leVils,"for instance:
'

6

C

..- AN

1. Indus'trial arts at what°is commonly considered 'to-be the elementary level may
have more signi'f'icance as a method of instruction than as a content area.
At this level, it can enhance special education programs.
At. the intermediate leyel, sivtdustrial artslecttvities should further enhance
the educational progralk to thielextent.that it begins to approach what is' usually
Accepted as industrial arts., In this context the. valug of such work habits as:'
.fallowing directions,..perSistance in the completion. of a task, pride of workmanship
and numerous other, OaMtfeS of this.nature, armally attributed to the study
of'industrial arts become the objeetives.of th program. Such programs are
usually'supervised by the industrial arts inst uctor who should have a Special
program of teacher education to permit him to unction adequately.

3. For those handicapped students who enter the s condary programs industrial arts
may begin to assume some of the Objectives of a vocational program. Very few
mentally handicapped persons ever enter a high school vocational program. If
they. receive any occupational experience .in the usual school environment, industrial'
arts may be one of the areas in wilich these experiences are provided. The
developmedt of the' individual' fullest capacity should be the objective
of all levels of industrial arts instruction. The attainment of "industrial arts"
objectives per shoulTbe,,secondary. Thus, if industrial arts activities
encourage him to remain in school longer, which 4 tukn'permits his maturation
in his peer group.ta continue, this alone with becomes justification for the
induitrial arts program and it's ould be-considered, to be successful.

4. Industrial arts at the college 1 vel becomes a very important component of the
special education teacher education program. Special education students shoUld.

, ..:be introduced to industrial arts content and methodology,.they should become
proficient in the integration of these components in the primary and intermediate
programs in which they are invol ed and become formaliarized with the objectives

k, .r.
of industrial arts for'the nienta ly handicapped at the secondary level in order
to be able to assist in the transition which takes place at\this time..

Tom Brennan, Chairman
jpanny L. Crump
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IN STRIAL ARTS AS COMPENSATOR% EDUCATION

This task force recognizes the impoverishment,' illiteracy, lack of motivation.,
and a multitude of other problems'which are characteristics of disadvantaged groups. .

We recognize that there are several types of'disadvantaged groups: (1) disadvantaged
inner city youth, (2) disadvantaged rural youth, (3) disadvantaged children of migrant
farm workers,.and (4) disadiantaged children of foreign speaking aliens, refugees,
and citizens. .It'was to agreed-that our public schools have shamefully neglected
many'problems that thes -grobps-present and face.

.

ec k., ...

.

What then can industrial arts do to help compensate for the deplorable conditions
of disadvabtaged youth? To ask this question is not to say thatyndustrial arts
hat,,,been totally remiss in dealing with the problem. AtImittedly, industrial arts :.

has done as much, if not more, than other disciplines in dealing with the probieM.
The total effort, however,,has not been ignificant enough on a widespread basis.
The industrial arts profession, therefor , needs to assume responsibility, and leadership
in several ways if it wishes to meaningfully attack the problems of disadvantaged
youth. Our first assuniption in, analyzing this problem was that the content structure
of industrial arts (as expressed in these times)' need not be drastically changed in
dealing with the prokleips of disadvantaged youth. Our feelbing was that a change in .`)
methodology of presenting the content, in preparing the teachers, and in changing
th, schools, is where thEt. industrial arts profession should strive to make widespread
impact on the problem. A comprehensive approach to the problem 1.4e ftlt should involve
the profession it many areas sif improvement. Our recommendations ilb the profession
are as follows: .

. .
.

, .

1. Make a concerted effort to ,relate' our content to the experiences and self-
images needs of disailvantaged.youth.. 0

2. Bring together the firsthand knowledge and beckground experience of ,individuals
who have worked directly with disadvantaged youth.

3. Use these' :key -individuals as consultants and advisors to help state and local
educators to devecip relevant curricula-, new methodologies and services that
would best suit disadvantaged youth. ,.

4. Involye the disadvantaged youth in planning ifidmstrial arts programs for them.
5. Many disadvantaged youth drop out of school before they reach the grad level where

they-can take industrial arts courses.' Worse, is that they leave without any
orientation toward the industrialized weld in which they enter. Therefore,
industrial arts must institute programs in our disadvantaged elementary and

c middle schools.
. -

'6. Industrial support must be enlisted to provide jobs and scholarships for -

disadvantaged youth. , . . ,

7. Attempts should be made to recruit disadvantaged youth into industrial,arts
teaching. Incentives .should be provided for industrial arts teachers to recruit
these disadvantaged youth.

.

8p'. Rat the university level, teacher ed

disadvantaged y ut
cation courses related4to relevant Adustrial tc,

1
arts approaches for h need to be developed.

9. Industrial arts teacher education s udents need experience and exposure to
disadvantaged situations. ThiS exposure must bwell planned and well thought-
out so it will 'not be frighteninl or defeating.

ti

.4
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1.0. Model industrial arts programs for disadvantaged youth must be developed,
evaluated, and improved,.

.

. ,

1E, Continuous' in-service and summer programs for ,industrial arts teachers are
necessary to inform them of special curricula., methodologies, and services that
are being developed for disadvantaged youth:

12: Consideration must be given to: providing special certificatibn, and possibl,t
extra pay, for thae industrial arts teachers of disadvantaged youth_

13., A solution'to the high turnover rate of indUstrial arts teachers in disadvantaged
situations *needs to.be found. ReSearch and studies to find these solutions need
-lobe conducted by the industrial arts professlOn.,

11-. A national J.hdustrial arts telsk force. or forum should be organized solely for the
purpose of dealing with the probleh of.triduserial arts programS.for disadvantageU
youth; This must.go beyond the point OfIbeing philosoltal. Industrial arts
lust activel y become involved with the.problem on an ope tional.basis. Finally,

'15. The industrial arts profession must organize or become involved-with national.
or state center responsible for disseminating materials apd information'regarding
the education of disadvantaged youth.

.Undoubtediy, there are many other factors outside the sphere Of e
inflUence.disadyantaged youth. Many of these are poor hoMe envirohm t,;lack of
sufficient motivation of the parents to make their children take ad ntage of educational
opportunities, insufficient education of parents, and 4ck.of fami y funds toisustain
a Aormal and healtby.standarp

. '

While industrial arts cannot hope to correct all of those egative influences
the recommendations just stated could at least help to improve he school situations :

and offerings for disadvantaged youth.

410

ucaton that
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+ RELATIONSHIP OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND VOCATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL:EDUCATION
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EdUcational tecOologicaol, and societal ,change has :accelerated during the
.past &Cade and had dictated a concern .for the career developmentof all pdpil§
within the total program of education, grades K-12. The:curriculumr of the past
which plaCet overwhelming, emphasis on a. sequence of courses for college entrance...
is no longer educationally sound. .A true concern for,,all,popils identifies the
need for a more realistIc and comprehensive sequence of courses flit. career development,

. .

. Traditionally, there has been a trend for each subject. field to organize and
.teach its content apart from other subjects. This sepatatism organized vocational
occupationak education for the primary purpote of job-entry preparation. On the
other- hand, industrial arts education deniedany rtekatiqnship to job training and
insisted upon, broad general .edutatio.n purposes. ,

)

4 ..

A national, and state consciousness of the need for educationai efforts more
1 commensurate with the needs of all pupils"has resulted in federal and state legislation.0 1

; \ mandating a broader and moreand vocational education.

\ Terminology to describe the legislative, intent into school programs has been
elusive. What occupational education, pre- vocational education; vocational education,
and even industr al arts education mea 'to one per n has shot carried the same
i nterpretati on o, another person ..0c upationa ucation means many things to
many people;

.

It i apparent that schools. need a comps ensiVe program of Career 'development
in which each pupil may'follow an individuall r ,designed program of studiet. industrial 4
arts, occupational pre-vocational, and vocational education are mutually inclusiye
lb this aspect.and must'be equally import rather than competitive one to the other.

Definitive statements for occupat'onal educition and its' elements -- Iridustrial
arts, pre-vocational, and vocational ducation -- are virtually impossible because
of the overlapping purposes and content. Relationships are shown by the fol OWing
diagram:

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

PRE-VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION

' INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION.

4

OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION.

. INDUSTRIAL ARTS
AVOCATIONAL AND,CONSUMER EDUCATION

18
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General education courses are also an i tegral part of the sequence which
assists in a vocational choice. A pupil's ac,revement in mathematics, science,
,and language arts tends to develop his self concept and.decispn ability toward
advance study. At the same.time elective courses such as home economics, agriculture,
industrial arts, and, business are most important for self appraisal during the
sequential ,development of an, occupational choice':

'During the.eleMentary4and early secondary.years,.a comprehensl of
many activities related to the world of'work is better Suited to 'pupil maturity and

Aneeds than specific vocational courses. The purposkrof courses at these Fevels are
to (1) provide a broad knowledge of the world of wor ,.(2) provide. practical,*tactile,
tryout experiences with materials and tools, and (3) assist in a realistic self,
appraisal. by pupils of theMselves and of postible Occupational and educational loalt.
,Actually, the entire school must recognize the prime importance and necessity of
courses whcch lead,tO the ciarilul selection of we's' occupational 'goal.

In the earliest secondary grades, usually 18, industrial arts hould`l/ave a
,mijor role, especially for boys,vfor this is a critical, initial, stage of career
develOkment_ T stated objectives of industrial artsare the same, as those behind
the intent of the Wicational Education Act. Industrial arts provides realistic laboratory
experiences which initiate pupils to. the complex industrial-technical society at to
agOwhen they cannot do actual work on a job (becaute of labor laws), There are few
opportUnities for seventh and eighth graders to obtain experience in our, world of work

'.yet orientation is, important here.

Industrial arts provides technical breadth,iflexibility, and adaptabilityN
through its instructional content, techniques, and methods. These are important
prerequisites for vocationalsuccess today. .Industrial arts is concerned with all
the elements of industry; production, materials, energy, and power, processes, management,
marketing; .personnel, communication, services, finance, and research and development.
In this context industrial arts is pre-vocational and vocational and consequently a
priMary course in the occupational preparation of pupils.

In the senior high school,or upper grades a.variety of special vocational courses
become available fOr selection. .by the pupils. After the initial industrial arts

4 experience comes the specific training for a vocational pursuit at whatever time
' in the sequence of cOurses. a pupil makes his vocational choice: A career development

1
sequence of courses is characterized by ,a broad general education course at the
initial grades proceeding to speCilfit.vocational courses which may be elected .as
pupils advance each year., Fory.pudils who db not pursue a specialvocational course,
industrial arts in senior high is a pre-technical elective..

It is m st important in the total educational' program that industrial arts and
vocational e ucation unite in believing that the major responsibility of the schoolp is the transition to and preparation for life's work which will bring a satisfying

r.1
adult life Thus, a school program for all provides a compreheniive sequence of 'courses
for potential dropouts, for pupils tpho desire vocational training, and'for studen)

.

'preparing for higher education,

ir
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Students must be aware that, while they are studying in.preparation'forentry.
into the world of work, there is in society,an ever changing variety of jobs. These
.changing types of jobs must reflect in the school offerings. No longer do men study
and begin in one occupation never more to change as was possible under a less technical
economy, Today the entry occupati.on or job' is by no means the one held for life.
TO make an absolute career choice too early would b'e a serious mistake for many high
schoOl students. Increasingly post high school vocational education is becoming. the
important part of the total vocational, preparation sequence,

.

.. 1 .
Orone.thing we may tie certain.. All pupils'Must have occupational .and technical .: 51

literacy fot. a. satisfying life-in our advance technological society,

Guidin.. PrFnei les for Industr 0,Arts and Occu ational Coursest .

.

..1: All. pupils should experi)nce a sequence of dburtes as p'reparatikfor,the adultI world of work.
.

.- .,,
. -,t , .

.

.
.

2'.

' ''.

3,

1
4.

(

i

'5,

I.

s

.

6.

Occupational orientation experiences'vhthin the sequendgof industrial arts.
must include psyche-Motor activlties,

, .

.
.The sewlenCe and-relationship.of'industrial arts and occupational education courses

Must have:' '-' ..

a) consideration-for the:developmental process of career choice,
b) Alternate,routes for advancing through the courses with possibilitigs for

recycling mhen the need is apparent.
.c) a variety of time patternsand scheduling to provide flexibility.
d) the provision for each pupil to gain competence a4opis individual developmental

rate.
.,e) a plan for the individual.assessment of .00pils for guidance purposes and the

wiser choice'of further education.
.

,f) acceptance by the total school faculty.

Financial support should be provided andavailable equally to industrial arts,
and occupational education courses.

4/ .
. ..

The sequence of industrial arts 'and occupational education should be designed
to eliminate the-0uploication of: courses among subject areas.

-

e aThe development and acceptancof comprehensive sequential program which
complements industrial arts and occupational education is imperative if all
pupils arbto experience realOstic educational preparation for life in ourk:

V expanding society, JF.
b.

'A-
i':
..,:., . .

1P
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RELATIONSHIP OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COURSES

Grades

Post.
Secondary.

r

12'

Upper 11

4?0

9/

Middle 8

7

6

5

Elemen- 4.
ta ry

0

3

2

1

K.

Vbcational
Technical

,

Center

SpOcial
Vocational
Courses

.1

1

Four Year
Junior College University

..

,

Industral Arts
Pre-Technical Gourss

. Industrial Arts
General Comprehensive Courses

Industrial Arts Occupational Education for all Pupils

44,

0

Elementary School Industrial Arts
Introduction to the World of Work
Construction Activities

416 ,

Pupil Pupil

A Z'

.

Chart I
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THE RECREATIONAL FUNCTIONOF INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION'

. .

Evidences:of recreational activity have been found in many ofthe excavations
and other archeological 'finds; the artifactual evidences tend to s- upport the contention'
that pre-)iterate man engaged in some forms of recreation. These recreational forms. ,

have been postulated to havp.followed the play of animals at first. Later in man's
development,'recreational:fOrms were-probOly manifested in part in his craft actvjty.

The earliest historiCal writings. concerning recreation and leisure appear to
have been'those of Plato and Aristotle, The Greek 'concept of leilsure and recreation,
particularly Aristotlian, has influenced subsequent thinkers. andwrfters throughout
recorded times: The rise of Christianity also influenced Western thought conarnting:.
leisure andrecreation. Thesktwo influences, Greek and Christian, formed. the primary
basis of Western thought on )elsure and recreation. Many orthe philosophers and
writers dur-ing the Middle Ages; up bntil re.latvvely modern times have been. influenced
by these two sources:

Throughout the last several hundred years,, beginning primarily during the
-Renaissance, a'recreational Movement fostered by an increasingly favorable social
'climate was building toward a gradual Acceptance during the late 19th centure. Such
men. Commenius, Locke, Rousseau, Schiller, Froebel, and Spencer had advocated recreation
as A part of man's experience, particularly relevant for the,school.

Rationale for Recreational Industrial Arts

The Cardinal Principles of SecondartEducation was apparently the first national,
professional document to advocate recreation or leisure education as an.objective
of the school. Subsequent educational writers such as.Bobbitt, Dewey, Chapmen, Counts,
Russell, and Snedden also made-contributions to the professional literature in advocacy
Of.leisure education and recreational activity for the schools. The various reports
of the Educational Popcies Commissions of the National Education Association

,

continued the more liberal tone of the Cardinal Principles and, likewise, advocated
leisure education as a valid concehi for American eddcation, As additional validation
for the objectives given by the Cardinal Principles in 1918, the Research Division.
Of the National Education Association conducted a poll of teachers in 1967 to determine
the values of these original seven objectives. The sample not only considered that

.

the seven objectives were still relevant but. also contended that the "worthy use
of leisure" needed more emphasis in the school programs. It is ,interesting to note
that John Dewey stated: "Education has no more serious responsibility than making
adequate provision for enjoyment of recreative leisure.,."

Industrial arts, too, has a history of concern with its recreational function.
.

Traditionally the. avocational- recreational objective of induStrial arts has been
gerierally accepted throughout the professionil literature. Recreational-avocati9nal,
is described as *any activity involving tools and' materials in which the pawticipan.t

W'lber, and Olson all included the agocational-recreational objective tn their

engaged vl suntarily for the purpose of his own satifaction. onser, Warner, Proffitt,
Warrick,

4
lists. Hostetler in Improving Industrial Arts Teaching found that this objective

--
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was one of only two 'objectives repeated in'al 1 of the lists he surveyed.. In addition,
most of the. major figures in' the history of industrial arts education have made
comments concerning this recreational ,function. Yet, the recreational 'function of
industrial arils has played a relatively minor role in industrial arts. programs.

-Currently underway ,in this .nation is a revol uatton producing the post-industrial
society with a national shift from a work based to what might well become a leisure-
based culture. In .1900:a worker put in sixty man hours.per week to earn a living;
:today the -figure -is approximately thirty-five. Socidlo.gists and economists see the
peri-od ahead as the opportunity for the.Americon to dThcoyer gid to develop, interests
and talents which' in-a work-based culture go unnoticed-Or 4ndeveloped.

.

.Implications, of Recreation- in Industrial. Arts
.

.Since the recreational .function of industrial arts is *necessary inclusiOn 'as
a part of the comp)ete program, then proper'emphasis nd planning should be given to
the promotion of recreational outcomes. Such outcp es which might be appropriate for--
industrial arts recreation include: appreciations of aesthetics and craftsmanship;
discovery of interests and aptitudes; adaptability to change; and recreational e?Iperiences
for self-expression. Because the recreational experience itself_is a personaPexperience,
the individual goals would be derived from the individual's own. interests and needs. .

Recreation through industrial arts is appl icable toall age levels and interests' -
childhood, adolescent, adult, retirement, anci therapeutic groups. The particular

'situation would determine the specific activities which would characterize' the program.
Certain .guidelines, however,;lnay be appropriate to all levels. Among these are: .

(1) Participants shoulebe free to'Select, discover?, experime t express, create, develop, P. -

and'achieve within a variety of media and activities. .
(2) The environment should be participant-pentered so tha teacher's role becoMes

that of an activity leader and resource per
(3) Self-expression should be promoted free from external restraints such as grades,

examination ; and formal i ze&.1Astructi on .
(4) Recreational industrial artii';'should be available to the child from the beginning

of his formal educational experience throughout his life.
(S) Participation should be voluntary at all levels.
(6).The teacher should have a broad background in both technical and craft areas.
(7) Facilities have to be .fleiibly designed to permit adaptabi 1 i ty to a variety

of activities. and levels.
(8) Cialuation should be carriedout with the participant'i own, goals and standards

as' the basic criteria; the results 'should be used in determination of the program
effectiveness, not indi-vitdual grades.

The changing socio-cultural emphasis creates a need for new programs and new
additions to existing prograini. Teacher educators should assume a leadership role
in the'promotion of recreation through industrial arts as a. part of the overall
industrial arts curriculum., In addition, new teacher education curricula should be
developed t6 provide the-needed teachers for recreation in industrial arts. Research
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C.

could identify and provide solutions for the needs-and problems associated wilh 1 such
programs, both in the schools and in teacher-preparation, Teachereducators owl d
be aware of the changing soclo-cultural climate and the corresponding impact on
education and leisure. ,

0'
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS - ITS CONSUMER MISSION

. Foundation Statement:
% i - 1

Since all people .are consumers (buyers, users, and maintainers) of
thousands of products of.industry, it is imperative that Industrial Arts
implement More dynamic efforts to achieve its 'consumer education goal.

.

II, Problem:

ro

O

What may.. be the subject matter units, (knowledge and/or skill) learner
experiences or aotivities, and teacher-learner resource Materials to implement
the coAsumer edueation Mission of secondary school Industrial Artt?

III. Objectives:.. ft,

'A. To formulate a pokition definitiOn of the term consumer education missibn
of IndUttrial Arts:

. . .

B. :IN/ propose possiblq, subject 'matter _units (broad units or daily lesson' titles)
'that. secondary school youth might study to achieve the consumer Mission' of
of Industrial Artt.

.

C. *To propoia possible learner experiences and/or activities that secondary
school youth Mig4t engage in to achieve the consumer education goal or mission
of Industrial Pets. °

D. To propose postible resource materials for use .in an! instructional program
where optimum 'attention is directed toward emphasizing the consumer education
goal of . Induittri al Arts. . .

.

'E. To propose guidelines for professionals, interested in achieving the consumer
education mission of :Industrial Arts.

IV. Concepts of Consumer Education (Implications):

A. Buying. the products of industry.. 0
B. Understanding product comparisons and making 'wise consumer choice.

/- C. Understanding advertising tachniques.
Understanding technical features and operating principles of elected products.

E. Understanding,of warranties, consumer responsibilityi-and protection.
F. Makingminor repairs on consumer products. .

Understanding financial aspects of product development and distribution.
H: Manifesting a concern for pollution free products. 4

(Subject Matter Units:

A. Principles of advertising.
B. Product selection factors:

1. Standards (safety, codes, .ratings, and reports)
2. Materials
3. Processes
4. Design

-4

5. Cost.
0

r4.

lb
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C. Operating principles (vacuum tubes versus transistors, mechanical versus
automatic transmissions, etc.).

. .
.

owerratin etc.)
E. -Product-maintenance and repairs (use.of operating, care and maintenance manuals)
F. Warranties and customer guarantees

.

G. Selecting repairman
H. Financing and credit (installment buyitg, credit cards, banking procedures;

insurance; etc.)
I. ionie purchaipig and financing

VI'. Learning Experiences and/or InstructOonal Activities:

A. Study and evaluate advertising.
B. Study, compare and evaluate products.
C. Take field trips to industries, businesses, testing laboratories, financial..

.

institutiorit, and housing developments.
D. Conduct R & D activities in industrial arts laboratories (adhesives, bearing

!materials, finishes, pollutants, etc.)
E Utilize human and material resources in the ,comunity)lconsumer protection

agencfes, such As Pure.Food and Drug Administration, Federal Aviation'
AdminiStration,Water and Air Quality Control, etc.)

F. Simulate industry through line production activity., (Function as an industry.)
G. Engage in repair and maintenance activities.

VII. Resource Materials:

A. Changing Times'
B. Consumer Reportt

.C: Business and Industrial Catalogs
' D. Maintenance and Operating Manuals
E. 'Newspapers and Magazines
F. Trade Journals
G. Research Agencies'
H. Superintendent of Documents

Forest Products Laboratory
J.- AmeriCan Iron and Steel Institute

. K. Univertity Extension Services
L. Better Business Bureaus
M. U. S. News and World .Reports (paperbacks)
N. Wall Street Journal
0. Applied, Science and Technology Index

0
VIII. Recommendations: /

That we.identify theAconsumer needs of oeople. .

That we make deliberate and concerted efforts to provide
activities sto satisfy,the identified consumer. needs.
That we take stept to-evaluate.the effectiveness of the i
in terms of meeting consumer needs.

s

A.

B.

C.

experiences and/or

nstructional program

41.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS .FOR ALF-REALIZATION:
The Discovery, Development, Release
and ilealization of Human Potential

The development of this paper centers on ,two basic postulates regarding
education as a self-realizing experience,

(1) Self-realization has long been a widely accepted purpose
of education in America,

(2) Industrial arts, as an accepted part of general education
is.in a position ten-lake distinct and ,unique. contributions

to the d6elopment.of-indivictual potential to its fullest
' Within the contextof technology.

The remainder Of the paper is-organized to accomplish three pu6oses: p,.
(1) to define precisely( what is meant by self-realization, (2) to furnish evidence
from-the literature in support of the .above postulates, and (3.) .to offei suggestionS
to the indukteial arts profession which should prove useful as it seeks to achieve
its objective of assisting the indivjdual in the process of self-realization.

1
.

- , Self - Realization: A Definition, fers`A*The term. self- realization to one's
,..

i need for self-fulfill717=-EiTaii need to become, in reality, what one is
. potentially - the need one has t?realize his talent potential to the fullest

extent possible:. Self-realization might be thou.* of more simply as the individuals-
! -need to become more and more what he actually is - to eventually become everything

--1- am 'realization of the .sum total of_latent powers whicch l're within the individual -
t--T--powers-whi.ch4an be strengthened or diminished.by the educative process. It

includes. the powei4s--of-reanning, problem 'solving, imagining, inventing, creating,

seen as the individual's dynamic; inte

.constructipn, end expressing- It also includes the potential for leadership '.

And followship.along with the poten, ial for inspiring others to action. It iSi

that he is capable, of becoming, It infers the discovery, development, release,

on with,his_total environment.

.-

Postulate #1, There is abundant evidence in elterature to support the
position that self-realization. has long been a Widely I' erit d purpose Of
education in America. ")

on National. Goals contains the following statement:
With regard to this point., the 1960 Report of the Presi h' -COmiission

The paramount goal of the United States mes set long ago.
It is to guard the rights. of the irldividual,. to ensure his\
development, and to enlarge his opportunity. It is set forth
in the Declaration of Independence and adopted by the
Continental Congresi on July 4, 1776. (10, p. 1)

In-the same publication, Dr. John W. Garcdner, in consultation with forty
leading educators, made clear the importance of self-realization as he wrote:,

1
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...a society such as ours dedicated to the worth of the
individual ...* has special reasons for valuing education.
Our deepest convictions impell us to,foster individual

and capable of strengthening a free society ... each should
be able to develop to the fullest in his own style and to
his own limit. 10, p. 81)

. Additional evidence thaeself-realization is a major goal of American
education is ound-in the President's Commission report, Higher Education for
American Democracy. In discussing the objectives of general education, the
Commission stated:.

.The first goal in education for democracy is the full,
rounded, and continuing developinent ef,.the person. The
discovery,.training and Ottlization of individual talents
is of fundamental importance in a free society. To liberate
and peffect the intrinsiC-powers otrevery citizen is the
central purpose of democracy,'and its furtherance of individual
self-realization is its greatest glory. (9.; p. 9)

Over the years, numerous statements of the goals of education in America
have been published. These statements represent the thinkings of leadehs in the
fields of business and industry, government,. and education. The coma n thread
woven through them all is the concern that each,individual shall have .the opportunity
through education to realizehis maximum potential as .a person.

Among the more recent statements of the aims of Amertcan education ti the.
1961 report oft_the Educational Policies Commission.., This report entitled The
Central Purpose of American Education summarizes the long existing relationiElp
between education and individual fulfillment with the following statement:

Thebasic American value, respect for the individual, has
led to one of .the major charge$ which the American people have
placed on their schools: to foster that development of
.individual capacities which will enable each human being to
become the best person he is capable of becoming. (4, p. 1)

Postulate #2. Indultrial arts has long been recognized as a part of general
educatio& It is regarded by the profession as the general education aspect of
the inOustrial education complex. Justls general education, with the individual
as its center of focus, is charged with the development of human potentia to its
fullest, so is industrial arts. IndustOal arts is called upon by the s ool
to play the unique role of assisting the indiyidual in the procesl, of s f-realization
within the context of technology.

There is increasing evidence that leaders in the field,of industrial arts
are recognizing the important and unique co4ribution's that the discipline can
make toward developing the talent capabilitf of individuals to the

.;
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In discussing the responsibilities of industrial arts

of the individual; Hornbake has-Written:

....

the development

0

. .

..,Boys and girls when considered as alcaup..1.4sess ..: .. ,,,,,..,

.
.

. .

i.

great-diversity-dt-tal:eht". one dfill"d?en are espeO'ilall ..t,
adept in performance of a.verbal and lAterary nature\-

-Others find greater success when dealing with mathematical%
prodesses; still others are at their best in aesthetic..N\
The one most certain way, of discovering talent is to provide .!
experience situations Anivhich thesd talents may app k If.

you want to.discover talent for music,. music e,xl nces must
be provided; if you want to discover talent in painting, inting
experiences must be-provided. And so,, too, must we provi e,
experiences in technical education if we wish to discover
technical abilities (6, p 1061 . 4.

A study by Hostetler found that-oier the years. industrial arts had laimed
twenty-five objectives, many of .which were overlapping. .In conclusion he ormulated.
four major objectives that he. believed to be unique to industrial .arts. Ea h of
these fdur objectiveS was stated soas to emphasize the. deVelopment of the
individual ,in relation to is skills, abilities, and underStandings,

the
sec d

i
of these objectives, "to.discover and develop talents of.students in the techhi 1
fields and'applied sciences," points.up the. unique contributions that industriii
arts can make to the discovery and development of human potential.

In discussing this objective, Hostetler wrote:

One of our social responsilities is to provide opportunities.

)

for the individual to develop to his fullett It is the
',school's responsibility to help students discover and develo0
their talents, and it is, the responsibility of industrial arts
t?.help them discover and develop their talents in technical
fields and applied sciences. Industrial arts provides experiences.
in tedhnical education_Which provides the opportunity for the .

rydiscove of technical _abilities. (11, p, 20) .

The 1960-Washington conference report, Improving Industrial Arts Teaching,
made numerous suggestions for the professor'to consider,: The first of these
suggestions was:

1 - The fundamental justification orihdustrial arts .
in the public school is two fold, If properly taught, industrial
arts can: -(1) develop insight and' understanding about the
technological side f our American society for all students, and
(2) discover aid de elop the technical talents possessed.by some
of the pupils in th schools. Industrial arts .., enables sitiTaFtlts
who possess technical talents to discover and develop them. '.
This nation cannot.overlook any talent possessed by its citizens,
but must develop all talents to their fullest, (11, p. 65)

I
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sttident' in urrai scove ry , Bevel opMent ; release .

__ and 'realization of his talent capability within the context
of technology. (8, p. 5) s
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Olson has regarded' the-contributions of industrial arts to set f-real iiation
important enoughto be included as one of the primary objectives of the disciplines.
He states this objective as follows:

Olson again emphasized the important role to be played by industrial arts
in releasing human potential as he made the-following commentson the bases fbr:
a new industrial arts.

It is the responsibility of American education that through
it, individual potential be discovered and developed, released
and realized.

The individual. has a niscent otential for reasoninl'and '

problem solving, imagining and creating, and constructing
and expres'sing with materials. .'From this comes the technology. 4-/

Then, it falls to industrial' arts totontribute to the .

realization of individual potential within the context of
technology.. (7, p. 1)

Mai ey is con tinually reminding his readers that any. industrial arts program
shoul,d have at the center of its focus the dftvelopment Af people as oppoitd to the
development of things. Typical ipical of his position on this, point, s the following
:statement from his publication; Contemporary Methods of. Teaching Industrill'Arts:

, .

;..Industrlial arts as an integral part of American educatiot4.
must play an important role in meeting individual and national
goals. .

To' guard the rights of the individual;
To provide for individual fulfillment;
To achieve 'the promise that is in him;
To be worthy of a free: society;
Taid in the individual's capacity of
(5, p: 4)

strengthening a free society.

Maley concludes in this significant publication that:

The challenge to make
discovery,--an experience in
the maximum fulfillment
duties and) responsibilities

ustri 1 arts an experience in
inquiry, an experience aimed at
eople, capable of assuming. their
'n a free society, is in reality

the challenge of thought and action for industrial arts in the
years' ahead. (5, p. 14)

J
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Weber, in commenting on the role of industrial arts in the future, has
suggested "the skill of learnitig to know one's self" as one of the six skills
needed for the lfberally'edudAted person of tomorrow

,...,....,............4_,........4494.401.0.9....thl.§...Aki.1.1..Weher....n.91B.s....tbat..:--.....

Certainly one of.the functions of education must be to help
people' realize honestly what they can do weq and what
they can't do; what t are; and what they are noti.when they
have succeeded and When they have failed. In short, in order
to be a mature member of society, a perion must learn to know
himself. This capacity, or skill as I have termed it, is
sometimes referred to as self fulfillment or se f ealization.

.1 Whatever it is called, its importance is self e and its
attainment must be the concern of those who w d be worthy
of the title teacher. (12, p. 8)

Not only have profes tonal leaders stressed the self-realization goal of
Industrial arts, it is.si nificantto note that both theAmerican Industrial Arts
Association and the Ameri an Vocational.. Association have likewise recognized that
.industrial arts has an important role to play in the discovery and development.
of human potential. .A

Official publications of the American Industrial Arts Association list four)
. unique objectives' of industrial arts. The second .of thete is stated as follows:

., To dicover an4 develepstudent talents,in indUstrial-
technical fields. Students have a diversity of talents. The,
school's responsibility is to'assist students in discovering
and geVeloping these, talents, It is the responsibility of industrial'
arts education to tgentify special talents in industrial-technical
fields. (1, p.. 4)

(
7 = Supporting the position taken by the American industrial Arts Association,
the Industrial Arts Division of the American Vocational Association has proposed
,five major objectives ftir industrial arts. One of these is concerned with self-
realization and is stated as follows:

al II - DisCover and Develop Talents, Aptitudes,
In rests, and Potentialities of Individuals for the
Technical Pursuit and Applied Sciences (3, p. 10)

The association further clarifies this goal with the following comments:

Students:have a diversity of talents.. OpportUnities for
students to discover abilities and develop to their fullest,
are essential to the basic education of ajl youth. Efforts
should be made to allow for differences in abiliti s; interests,
and needs, and to ascertain. which learning expe nces are the
most significant for 'the success of each imdiidual. Thus, a
student can better assess his potentialities a d interests when
making an occupational Choice, understand his ironment, and
condition himself to the rapidly changing demands of technology
and society. .

33
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Tue ramification of.this goal long have been a major
concern of industrial arts, especially on 'the junior high
school level. In the past, a well:pflduct%and Rigago

',.>i,4,--4-4--------IndiliStri'61-114t1,ro-grali,'with-ola-a-d-Ougt",harbeen instrumental
in assist' g youth to make occupational decisions. If it
accompli ed nothing else, an industrial arts program can be
,consider d justifiable.on the basis that it-does provide
students with experiences which for the most part are unobtainable
in any other high school subject. (3, p. 10)

V.

vrt+rom*TorisWer

Unique Contributions ofkIndustrial Arts to Self4ealiiation. The chief tasks
of this paper, thus far, have been twofold: (1) to define self-realization
essentially as one's need to discover, develop, release, and realizehis.talent
potential to the fullest, and (2) to offer that American education has
long regarded self-realization of the individual ,,s one of its major responsibilities.
The remaining task is to make suggestions which should prove useful to the industrial
arts professions as it seeks to accomplish its, unique objective of assisting

.

the individual in the process of seif-realizaiion.within the context of technology.

The development of human potential is seen as a multi-dimensional, many
faceted, problem involving the human mind, body, and spirit'. Regardless of he
complexity of the problem, the American school system has accepted the challenge
of managing educational content and the learning *perience in such a way that
each studentwill be provided the maximum opportutlity to discover, develop, release,
and his total talent potential.

:X .

. fi
Neither experience nor research has provideecomplete answers to the question

of what releases human potential in a given situatie .wIactors which may effect
release are numerous and they are complex in thefr i 4erelationships and in

.

the timing with which they should be introduced. Wha Aeads to discovery and
eventual. realization of potential in one person may leave another completely
unmoved. Furthermore, it is possible than an 05erience may fail to cause response
in a person at one. time whereas earlier 0 peehaps later; this. same experience might
be an effective motivator. .As DeHaan and Doll have noted, "The human being is always
growing, changing, adding new experiences:, forgetting old ones, and refusing to be
simplified so as to conform. to a neat edycational theory." (2,-p..17) 'Thus, it .

would appear that one should look with suspicion at dogmatic statements about
:specific techniques or procedures which mill or will not work to brihg the individual.
closer to self-realization.

,

It should be noted that the teacher's emphasis on developing human potential
is a matter of degree rather than an all-or-none matter. Without doubt, all
teachers stress.this objective to some extent, and for some students more than others.'
A major purpose of this paper is to encourage industrial arts teachers to become
more actively involved in utilizing.the'untque advantages of indatrial arts experiences
as they seek to discover, develop, and release student potential in technical
pursuits and applied. sciences.

34
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To this end, the following suggestions may prove of interest and worth:.
; -

(1) The beginning point fortheleacher who is interested in maximizing opportunities

.........,--3----.,....forself"realtzation-is..-to.develop-a-personal-open-mindedness4--conterningach---4
learner's potential, together with a sense of ,obligation to help each learner
realize this potential, The teacher cannot afTord to judge potential merely
by intelligence quotients and records of scholastic achievement.

r (2) The teacher must emphasize discovery of student potential. This can be done r

in part bygoing away from traditional approaches which channel the student
through a prescribed set of experiences and by dropping approaches which allow

'1

1 the student to problem sol4e, experiment, create,_ imagine, construct, and 1 .

invent in areas of particular interest, challenge, and relevance to him as an . I

individual ipso particular attention should be given to providing opportunities
. e 3 for the student to-discover his strengths and weaknesses. With respect to leader-

ship andollowship and to experience the myriad of social interactions required
by daily life,

(3) Once the student has discovered his powers in a particular area,the teacher's
.

.

role becomes one of assisting him in the development of that potential to the
fullest extent possible. This job maybe facilitated by offering encouragement
to the student and by making every effort to enrich the total learning
environment, Not to be overlooked is the teacher's obligation to become profes-
sionally awareof the total range of, development tasks of youthcat the various
maturity levels. Nis4teaching should be regulated according to 'these developmental
tasks,

>
(4) The teacher must recognize that the development of potential leads to its

release for usefulvservice-to-the individual and society. Neither the individual
not society, can afford the luxury of unreleased'human potential.

(5) While the.schdol helps with the.r4lization of human potential, it is not
likely to make the total contributilfl to ultimate self-realization or fulfillment.
Full,. self - ,realization is the result of many experiences, beginning at'btrth,
thrdugh,which the individual becomes all that he is potentially. The teacher'
must expect a fair balance between success and failure in both the students'
efforts andliis own. .

The teacher must become. proficient at using individualized instruction in
its various forms if the diverse talents of each'individUal are to be fully
developed and realiied. When teaching.is individualized, the emphasis'is on
the student as a person, the teacher as a $erson, the. interaction between
them. The teacher must recognize and respond to the emotional reactions. of the'
learner as well as tollisscholastic achievements, A natural advantage-of
the industrial arts laboratory setting is that it lends itself to teacher-
to-student in an- environment which closely simulates actual experience
The teacher sh uld recognize.this and capitalize upon this unique characteristic
of industrial arts instruction.

(7) In many cases, massive barriers exist which reduce a student's potential to
develop and become what heeis capable, of becoming. The teacher should be aware
of,these barriers which include racial segregation, cultural deprivation,
emotional MaladiusiMents and physical and mental handicaps. Industrial arts
is uniquely adaptable to-methods and approaches which will assist such special .

classes to realize their talent potential in spite of such barriers.

( § )
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(8) Industrial.arts should be a program of career orientation rather than
career preparation. It should provide opportunity for try-out experiences
of many .kinds as related to technical pursuits and applied sciences.

.
. The teacher should strive to offer as broad

-------

. ,

4 i lr ,

di. r. ogram as possibleif the.rdKm_greaVdilersWorttUderetaleifft-toteiscoverdeverOTia,and.----._,.._i-__-_---,-.-.
,i;

eventually .realized in the world of work.
(9) More opportunity should be provided for students to problem solve with.the

materials, tools, products, and processes, of industry. This can be accomplished
by the initiation of courses in research and development, design,
and research and experimentation. Courses Such as these have provedIvery.. ,

effective in arousing the curiosity, challenging.the imagination, and :

41 consequently discovering and developing the potential of individual.students.
i (10) The final suggestion is concerned with the improkement"of industrial arts,

. .

teacher education. Here greater emphasis shouldte, placed on preparing teacherI
who are at least as competent at developing people as they are at developing4
projects. This emphasis should apply at both the pre-service and 'graduate stqly

.

levels. To accomplish this, industrial arts teacher educators must educate o
re-educate themselves in the principles of human growth and development and in

1 approaches and methods which appear most likely to be successful in developing

!

..
.

the talent potential'ef youth.

-Everywhere infAmed6 there is evidencedlthat rapid social and technological
-

change have brought about an era of cultural disunity in our society. Undoubtedly,
increased individual responsibility and committment are demanded by the times.:
If Individuals are to become increasingly responsible and committed to personal
and national goals, then their potential as individuals must be discovered, developed,-
and released. This is demanded by the times, but not in tD\sense that more technical
and ssientific:personnel are needed by i4dustry, and that educators should, place -

major emphasis on the developMeht of such personnel.. Rather the times demand that
the potential of all individuals be realized because of the infinite benefits which
the realization of full potential can eventually offegithe-individual and the
society in which he lives. Herein lies the major challenge for industrial arts in
the years ahead.

I.
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